Abstract

Exceptions in OO languages provide a convenient mechanism to deal with anomalous situations. However, many of the loop optimization techniques cannot be applied in the presence of conditional throw statements in the body of the loop, owing to possible cross iteration control dependences. Compilers either ignore such throw statements and apply traditional loop optimizations (semantic non-preserving), or conservatively avoid invoking any of these optimizations altogether (inefficient). We define a loop optimization to be exception-safe, if the optimization can be applied even on (possibly) exception throwing loops, in a semantics preserving manner. In this paper, we present a generalized scheme to do exception-safe loop optimizations and present a scheme of optimized exception-safe loop tiling (oESLT), as a specialization thereof.

oESLT tiles the input loops, assuming that exceptions will never be thrown. To ensure the semantics preservation (in case an exception is thrown), oESLT generates code to rollback the updates done in the advanced iterations (iterations that the unoptimized code would not have executed, but executed speculatively by the oESLT generated code) and safely-execute the delayed iterations (ones that the unoptimized code would have executed, but not executed by the code generated by oESLT). For the rollback phase to work efficiently, oESLT identifies a minimal number of elements to backup and generates the necessary code. We implement oESLT, along with a naive scheme (nESLT, where we backup every element and do a full rollback and safe-execution in case an exception is thrown), in the Graphite framework of GCC 4.8. To help in this process, we define a new program region called ESCoPs (Extended Static Control Parts) that helps identify loops with multiple exit points and interface with the underlying polyhedral representation. We use the popular PolyBench suite to present a comparative evaluation of nESLT and oESLT against the unoptimized versions.

1 Introduction

Exceptions are one of the useful features in modern languages such as C++, Java, C#, ML and so on. Exceptions provide a structured way to handle anomalous and unexpected behaviors in the program and are finding increasing use in real world applications. While exceptions improve the programmability aspects, they have an impact on the generation of efficient code. The presence of exception throwing statements (explicitly in C++, Java, C#, ML – using a throw statement, or implicitly in C# and Java – for example, ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) in the programs work as a deterrent to many compiler optimizations and analyses. This is because of the additional control flow edges and dependences (which cannot be resolved statically) that get introduced due to the presence of exceptions. We will illustrate the same using an example.
try{
    for(i=0;i<M;i++){
        for(j=0;j<N;j++){
            if(cond){
                throw e; }
            a[i][j]=b[j][i];
        }
    }
} catch(Ex e){ .. }

(a) Matrix transpose.

try{
    for(ii=0;ii<M/bn;ii++){
        for(jj=0;jj<N/bn;jj++){
            for(i=ii*bn;i<min(M,(ii+1)*bn);i++){
                for(jjj=jj*bn;j<min(N,(jj+1)*bn);j++){
                    if(cond){throw e;}
                    a[i][j]=b[j][i];
                }
            } } }
} catch(Ex e){ .. }

(b) An incorrectly tiled matrix transpose.

Figure 1 Matrix transpose and incorrect tiling.

Figure 1a shows the snippet of a code that computes the transpose of a matrix. The conditional throw statement (and the associated catch) is indicative of any statement that transfers the control (e.g., break, goto, return, or throw statement) from the body of the loop nest to an instruction outside the loop nest. The condition could be any of the possible sanity checks (e.g., array index bounds check) relevant in this context.

Figure 1b shows an incorrectly tiled loop [24], obtained by ignoring the control flow resulting from the conditional throw statement present in Figure 1a. The tiles are of size bn*bn and for simplicity, we assume that M and N are multiples of bn. It can be easily seen that the performed loop tiling is not semantics preserving (due to the control dependence). Similar reasoning can be given for many of the loop optimizations (e.g., software pipelining [24], loop interchange [24]), which makes them non-applicable, in the presence of exceptions.

Most of the compilers (e.g., GCC [32]) tend to be conservative and do not invoke many loop optimizations in the presence of exception throwing statements (inefficient). Some compilers (e.g., XLC [17]) provide command line switches to disable exceptions altogether and invoke the traditional optimizations (semantically non-preserving). There have also been many studies to identify unnecessary exception throw statements [8, 18, 7], and mark exception-safe regions [23]. While such a process can enable aggressive optimizations, it has its limitations owing to the specialized techniques used to target specific popular exceptions (for example, NullPointerException and ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and the extent of information available at the time of compilation. To address these issues, we present a scheme to do exception-safe loop optimizations, especially when the optimizations may reorder the loop iterations. We define a loop optimization to be exception-safe, if it can be applied even on exception throwing loops, in a semantics preserving manner.

Though, in this paper for pedagogy, we use exceptions (as the control flow mechanism) and C++ (as the language of illustration), the presented concepts are equally applicable in the presence of other control flow statements (such as, goto, break, return) and programs written in a variety of high level languages that benefit from loop tiling.

Our Contributions

A general scheme of backup, rollback (of the advanced iterations – ones that the unoptimized code would not have executed, if an exception is thrown) and safe-execution (of the delayed iterations – ones that the unoptimized code would have executed, but not executed by the optimized code) that can be used to derive the exception-safe variation of any existing loop optimization.
Considering the importance of loop-tiling [24, 35], we specialize the exception-safe loop optimization scheme to derive an optimized exception-safe loop tiling scheme (oESLT - backs up minimal number of elements, and in case an exception is thrown, rolls back only the updates of the advanced iterations, and safely executes the delayed iterations). We also present a naïve exception-safe loop tiling scheme (nESLT) that backs up every element and does a full rollback and safe-execution, in case an exception is thrown.

We present a new program region called Extended SCoP (ESCoP), to help identify loops (with exception exits) that can be tiled.

We implemented nESLT and oESLT in the Graphite framework of GCC 4.8. We present an evaluation over a set of base kernel benchmarks drawn from the popular PolyBench 3.2 benchmark suite [27]. We show that in the common case, when no exceptions are thrown, oESLT leads to significant performance gains (geometric mean 41.5%) compared to the base kernels (compiled using gcc -O3), at the cost of a minor memory overhead (geometric mean 0.3%). In this case, nESLT leads to similar gains in performance (geometric mean 40.8%), but incurs a much larger memory overhead (geometric mean 100%). If an exception is thrown, the impacts of oESLT and nESLT vary depending on the iteration in which the exception is thrown.

1.1 Related Work

Loop optimizations [24, 35] are arguably the most important optimizations implemented in the modern day compilers. Most of the recent advancements [2, 28, 29] in this space focus on improving the efficiency of the existing techniques. However, these works have mostly targeted programs that do not throw exceptions. The work of Yun et al [36] presents an optimal software pipelining scheme in the presence of simple control flow statements. In their scheme, software pipelining can be performed on code that includes control flows within the loop body. However, it still cannot handle loops that include exceptions or any other arbitrary jump statements that transfer the control out of the loop nest. Recently there has been increased interest [26] in designing optimizations for task parallel programs that may throw exceptions. Benabderrahmane et al. [5] claim that the restrictions imposed by the polyhedral model are largely artificial and propose changes to the whole polyhedral optimization process such that the model can be more widely applied to the whole functions in a program. But it is not clear how their proposed scheme works in the presence of exceptions. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first paper on exception-safety of traditional loop optimizations in general and exception-safe loop tiling in particular.

Analysis of programs that may throw exceptions has received a fair amount of interest, owing to the inherent scalability related issues therein. Sinha and Harrold [30] describe the effect of exception-handling constructs on the traditional control and data flow analyses and presents techniques to construct efficient representation for programs that may throw exceptions. Allen and Horwitz [1] use a similar representation to compute accurate slices, for programs that may throw exceptions. Choi et al [9] propose a compact representation of Control Flow Graph, called Factored Control Flow Graph (FCFG), for the exception related control flow in OO languages. Fu and Ryder [13] describe a static analysis technique that computes chains of semantically-related exception-flow links that can help improve the precision of control flow analysis. In contrast to these program analysis techniques, we present a technique to do exception-safe loop tiling, and the proposed analysis and transformation technique is not constrained by any scalability related issues.

Converting parts of programs that may throw exceptions to code that may not (e.g., by eliminating array out of bounds checks, null pointer checks and so on) is one of the
popular ways [7, 34, 8] to optimize programs that may throw exceptions. Loop versioning [22] is another promising approach where the compiler generates a specialized code with no exception throw statements; this specialized code is predicated with a series of checks that guarantee that no exception will be thrown. The main issue with these approaches is that they are specific to the pre-decided exceptions under consideration and it is quite challenging to extend the same to arbitrary conditional exceptions. In contrast, our proposed approach can handle any type of conditional throw statements, and we propose an extension to the base loop tiling optimization in the presence of exceptions.

Gupta et al [14] present a scheme to speculatively optimize the code, assuming that exceptions are never thrown. If an exception is thrown in the optimized code, they execute the unoptimized code (called the compensation code); this requires the complete backup of the updated array. In contrast, oESLT takes advantage of the underlying behavior of the loop tiling optimization to reduce the amount of backup, rollback and safe-execution.

There has been prior work on improving the scope and efficiency of speculative execution [4, 21, 10]. The main efficiency consideration here is that of minimal overhead and efficient recovery code generation. Another form of speculative execution with recovery is seen in the context of transactional memory [16, 12]. Our proposed method bears some resemblance to speculative execution, wherein we execute many tiles of the loop in a speculative manner and if an exception is thrown, we perform ‘recovery’.

Song and Li [31] propose a scheme to tile loops speculatively, where the loop body may terminate prematurely because of convergence tests. In contrast to our proposed oESLT scheme, their scheme backs up all the array elements a priori (we only do partial backup), they backup the whole array many times, and their rollback requires writing of the whole array from the backed up store.

Our idea of backup and rollback has similarities to the work of versioning exceptions [25] that describes a language level extension, wherein the program can request a version of the store to be stored at a point of installation of a handler; when an exception is thrown, all the changes are reverted. Unlike our work, where for efficiency consideration the rollback is partial, the rollback in case of versioning exceptions is complete. It would be interesting to extend their work to handle arrays and partial rollback, and then using versioning exception to automatically generate rollback and safe-execution code, for loop tiling.

Outline: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a general scheme of exception-safe loop optimizations. Section 3 explains the general process of performing exception-safe loop tiling, along with a naive version thereof. Section 4 explains the scheme of optimized exception-safe loop tiling. We present the implementation and experimental results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 Loop Optimizations in the Presence of Exceptions

In this section, we present techniques to do exception-safe loop-optimizations. Consider a normal loop nest $L$ (consisting of loops with index variables $k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_n$) and a statement $S$ present therein. Say, the free variables in $S$ depend on a subset $K$ of these index variables. Given a function $M: K \rightarrow \text{Int}$, we use $S(M)$ to represent the execution instances of $S$, where the index variable $k_i$ gets the value $M(k_i), \forall k_i \in K$. We now present some important concepts that form the basis of our exception-safe loop optimization scheme.

Definition 1. Say the trace of the input loop consists of the sequence of statement instances $S(M_1), S(M_2), \ldots, S(M_n)$. If the same sequence forms the trace of the output loop, the transformation is said to be trace-preserving or else it is called trace-reordering.
A trace-reordering transformation may result either via explicit reordering of the statements (example transformations: software-pipeline, instruction scheduling), or by reordering the iterations of a loop (example transformations: loop interchange, and loop tiling). Similarly, example trace-preserving transformations include loop peeling, loop unswitching and loop unrolling. The effect of exceptions on these two classes of loop transformations varies.

Trace-preserving transformations: Since the transformations do not change the sequence of instructions executed at runtime, such transformations can be oblivious to the presence of exception throwing instructions in the input program.

Trace-reordering transformations: The effect of exceptions on trace-reordering transformations is more involved. We will illustrate the same using the example.

Figure 2a shows the iteration space traversal for the code shown in Figure 1a. Each cell \((i,j)\) represents an iteration. Consider the three iterations labeled \(x_1\), \(x_2\) and \(x_3\). For the input program in Figure 1a, the order of execution of these iterations is \(x_1 \prec x_2 \prec x_3\). The operator \(\prec\) enforces an executes before relation.

Consider Figure 2b that shows the iteration space traversal for the code shown in Figure 1b (assuming, \(bn=3\)). The execution order for the previously considered iterations \(x_1\), \(x_2\), and \(x_3\), in the transformed code is \(x_3 \prec x_2 \prec x_1\). That is, compared to the iteration \(x_2\), the iteration \(x_3\) has been advanced and the iteration \(x_1\) has been delayed. This difference in the execution order comes into limelight, when \(\text{cond}\) evaluates to \(\text{true}\) (say at iteration \(x_2\)). In Figure 2a, for an exception to be thrown in iteration \(x_2\), the iteration \(x_1\) must have been executed, and the iteration \(x_3\) would not be executed after the exception is thrown. However, for the iteration space traversal shown in Figure 2b, for an exception to be thrown in iteration \(x_2\), the iteration \(x_3\) would have been executed, and the iteration \(x_1\) would not be executed after the exception is thrown. Thus, the semantics of the transformed loop (Figure 1b) does not match that of the input loop (Figure 1a).

To make the code in Figure 1b exception-safe, if an exception is about to be thrown during the execution of the transformed loop (for example, at iteration \(x_2\) in Figure 2b), the following additional steps need to be performed.

1. The execution of iterations that have been advanced (for example, iteration \(x_3\)) should be rolled-back (first rollback phase).
2. The delayed iterations (for example, \(x_1\)) should be executed in an order matching the traversal space shown in Figure 2a (safe-execution phase). If an exception is about to be thrown during any of these iterations (say, \(x_1\)) then roll-back the execution of all the iterations that have been advanced, with respect to \(x_1\) (second rollback phase).
3. Throw the most recent exception object (from iteration \(x_1\) or \(x_2\)).
These steps are applicable for any trace-reordering loop transformation. In this paper, we focus on loop tiling which is an important and popular trace-reordering transformation.

3 Exception safe loop tiling

Figure 3 shows the block diagram for our optimized exception safe loop tiling. We define a new type of program regions called Extended Static Control Parts (ESCoPs) (an extension of Static Control Parts (SCoPs) [5, 11]) that admit loops with possible exception related edges in the CFG. We then extract the loop nests from the ESCoPs and mark the control paths introduced by throw statements (exception edges). Next, we perform traditional loop tiling (blocking) on the extracted loop nests, which requires that there are no loop carried dependences (control or data) in the loop. Note: the loop carried control dependence introduced by the throw statements are masked by the ESCoPs. The tiled loop (for example, the code shown in Figure 1b) is then made exception-safe by emitting additional code to backup, to rollback and do safe-execution, if the input loop has exception edges.

Our proposed transformations handle only those loops which have affine bounds and affine conditions, but may contain throw statements. The conditions that bound the exception throw statements need not be affine as they are not modeled using the polyhedral representation. For the ease of explanation, we explain our techniques and algorithms over square tiling. However, the techniques are general enough to be extended to other shapes of tiles, provided the tiles are disjoint. We now explain the details of ESCoPs over which we implement our proposed algorithms and follow it up with a naive scheme of doing exception-safe loop tiling.

3.1 Extended SCoPs : Single Entry Multiple Exit Regions

A Static Control Part (SCoP) is defined as a region of consecutive statements comprising of loops with affine bounds and affine conditions, where the conditions depend only on either constants or loop invariant variables, or the loop index variables [5, 11]. The access functions used in a memory reference statement should be affine. The loops must be in canonical form.

An important feature of a SCoP is that all the loops that are a part of a SCoP have at most a single exit. Thus, a loop nest with multiple exits (arising due to a conditional throw statement present in the body of the inner most loop) is not part of a SCoP. Note, we need to ensure that the presence of exception edges do not inhibit the tiling of the input loop. To address these challenges, we define Extended SCoPs (ESCoPs) that admit SCoPs with a relaxation that the code therein may throw exceptions. The proposed ESCoPs have the following characteristics:
Figure 4 ESCoP and SCoP for the example code shown in Figure 1a.

1. ESCoPs are Single Entry Multiple Exit (SEME) regions.
2. Erasing all the throw statements from an ESCoP results in a SCoP – the underlying SCoP of the ESCoP.
3. The exit condition of the loop that is part of the underlying SCoP, of a given ESCoP, is called the normal-exit condition and the associated control flow edge is called the normal-exit edge. An ESCoP can have at most one normal-exit edge.
4. The exit conditions other than the normal-exit condition are termed exception-exit conditions (or abnormal-exits in GCC parlance), and the associated control flow edges are called the exception-exit edges.
5. Every loop belonging to an ESCoP need not have exception-exits. However, every loop belonging to an ESCoP should contain at most one normal-exit. Therefore, every SCoP is an ESCoP with zero exception-exits.

Figure 4 shows part of the control flow graph (CFG) for the loop nest shown in Figure 1a. The dotted region depicts the maximal SCoP detected, using the traditional SCoP detection algorithm [20], which unfortunately contains no loop. However, the corresponding ESCoP (depicted by a dashed box in Figure 4) includes the whole loop, along with the exception exit edge (the “T” labeled edge out of the second node). The “F” labeled edge out of the last node represents the exception-exit edge.

Given a program, we build its corresponding set of ESCoPs, such that each maximal loop nest present within a try-catch block or procedure boundary is associated with a unique ESCoP. Later, we perform exception-safe loop tiling on these ESCoPs. Our choice of ESCoPs is inspired from the fact that rollback and safe-execution operations have to be performed before the control is transferred to the exception handler. Thus, the rollback and safe-execution code can be inserted on the exception exit edges of the ESCoPs.

Note that in general, an ESCoP may contain multiple loops and some additional statements before/after the loops. For the ease of discussion, in this manuscript, we assume that each ESCoP has a single loop nest, which does not in anyway impact the generality of our proposed techniques.
for(i = 0; i < M; i++) { // backup phase
    for(j = 0; j < N; j++){
        bak[i][j] = a[i][j];
    } /* j */
} /* i */

try{
    try{ .. The loop nest of Figure 1b without the try-catch block ..
    }catch(...){ // all exceptions caught
        for(ti = 0; ti < (ii+1)*bn; ti++) { // rollback phase
            for(tj = 0; tj < N; tj++){
                a[ti][tj] = bak[ti][tj];
            } /* tj */
        } /* ti */
    }
}

for(i = 0; i < M; i++) { // safe-execution phase
    for(j = 0; j < N; j++){
        if(cond){ throw e; }
        a[i][j] = b[j][i]; } /* j */
    } /* i */
} /* catch */

catch(Ex e){ .. }

Figure 5 Impact of nESLT on the code shown in Figure 1a.

3.2 Naive Exception Safe Loop Tiling

The naive exception safe loop tiling (nESLT) approach speculatively tiles the loop assuming that no exceptions are thrown. It emits code (before the tiled loop) to back up all the elements that may be updated in the input loop (the backup phase). If an exception is thrown during the execution of the tiled loop then nESLT handles it in two phases. i) rollback: rolls back a set of elements that form an over-approximation of the actual updated elements, and ii) safe-execution: executes the untiled loop (from the beginning) till an exception is thrown. Note: if \( \vec{T} \) and \( \vec{J} \) are the iteration vectors when the exception is thrown in the tiled and untiled loop, respectively, then \( \vec{T} \not\prec \vec{J} \) [24]. Further, if no exception is thrown, then the rollback and safe-execution phases are not invoked.

For the code shown in Figure 1a, Figure 5 shows the code generated by nESLT. The backup phase backs up all the elements of the array \( a \) into an array \( \text{bak} \), and is used in the rollback phase, if an exception is thrown.

The main drawbacks of nESLT are that it conservatively does backup (all the elements, irrespective of when the exception is thrown), and rollback (all the updated elements and may be a few more) and safe-execution (more iterations than required). This can lead to a significant execution time and space overhead.

4 Optimized exception safe loop tiling

We now present our scheme of optimized exception-safe loop tiling (oESLT). We first explain some key ideas regarding backup, rollback, and safe-execution and then present the individual algorithms.
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4.1 Backup

Speculative execution of tiled loops may require certain updates to be rolled back and this in turn requires that the relevant older values are backed up. The exact values to back up depends on the array update pattern: complete-update-pattern (cu-pattern) or partial-update-pattern (pu-pattern).

**cu-pattern**: Consider the example code snippet shown in Figure 1a, where updates to a new element (for example, a[i][j]) start only after all the updates to the older elements (for example, a[i][j-1]) are complete. Such updates are termed as complete-updates. Figure 6a shows another example of code performing complete-update. At any iteration in this loop, there is at most one array element (the current element a[i][j]) that is partially updated. In case of complete-updates, all the distinct array elements updated in the previous iterations of the loop would never be updated again.

**pu-pattern**: In Figure 6b, each array element (for example, x[j]) is updated partially in each iteration of the outer loop. Such updates are termed as partial-updates. At any iteration in the loop, there are up to N array elements that are partially updated. If the updates to an array in a loop nest follow both cu-pattern and pu-pattern, we assume the array to be updated in the latter pattern only.

The goal of our optimized exception-safe loop tiling is to backup as few elements as possible and as few number of times as possible. For the sake of efficiency, we propose two different backup schemes: (i) Backup each element of the updated array, every time it is updated (backup for each iteration) – used for the array updates in input loop nest that follow the pu-pattern. (ii) Backup each element of the updated array exactly once (backup for each element) – used for the array updates in input loop nest that follow the cu-pattern.

4.1.1 Backup location and size

The location of insertion of the backup code and the size of the backup array also depend on the type of the array update pattern.

**Case pu-pattern**: Since we will use the first backup scheme (backup for each iteration), we backup just before every update and add the backup statements (copy) the innermost loop. Thus, the size of the backup array is bound by the size of the iteration space of the loop nest (e.g., the tiled version of the code shown in Figure 6b requires M*N space for backup).

**Case cu-pattern**: Even though the size of the updated array gives an upper limit on the size of the backup array, depending on the program point where the backup code is emitted (backup point), the actual size can be less. Interestingly, the backup point depends on the order in which the array elements (requiring backup) in the transformed loop are updated. The goal in this process (efficiency consideration) is to reduce the size of the backup array (reduces space overhead) and the number of elements backed up at one go,
Figure 7 Advanced and delayed iterations.

```c
for(ii=0;ii<N/bn;ii++)
  for(jj=0;jj<N/bn;jj++)
      /* Backup point. */
      for(kk=0; kk<P/bn; kk++)
          for(i=ii*bn;i<(ii+1)*bn;i++)
              for(k=kk*bn;k<(kk+1)*bn;k++)
                  if (cond) throw Ex;
                  a[i][j]+=b[i][k]*c[k][j]; }
```

Figure 8 Two of the many possible tilings for the code shown in Figure 6a. For simplicity assume: M, N and P are multiples of bn. Backup code insertion point depends on the tiled code.

```c
for(ii=0; ii<M/bn; ii++)
  for(kk=0; kk<P/bn; kk++)
      for(i=ii*bn;i<(ii+1)*bn;i++)
          for(k=kk*bn;k<(kk+1)*bn;k++)
              for(jj=0; jj<N/bn; jj++)
                  if (cond) throw Ex;
                  a[i][j]+=b[i][k]*c[k][j]; }
```

henceforth referred as backup pulse (reduces the execution time overhead, if an exception is thrown). We illustrate it with some examples.

To illustrate the possibility that the size of the backup array can be less than the size of the updated array, consider the tiled iteration space shown in Figure 7. We observe that for the first iteration of any row of tiles, the advanced iteration set and the delayed iteration set are empty. In other words, at the beginning of every row of tiles, the tiled loop execution is semantically equivalent to the unoptimized loop execution. Thus the advanced iteration set for any iteration contains the iterations only from the beginning of the current row of tiles and it is enough to backup these updates, and rollback in case an exception is thrown. This leads to a scenario where it is enough to allocate memory of size equaling that of a row of tiles, for the backup array. We now illustrate the importance of backup point, on the exact size of backup array and the backup pulse, with examples.

For the code shown in Figure 6a, Figure 8 shows two different tilings, and Figure 9 presents the backup codes thereof. Choosing any other program point in Figure 8 to emit the backup code would lead to increased overheads (space and execution time). For Figure 8a, inserting the backup code (within the loop with index jj) meets our specified efficiency consideration in the best possible manner (backup size = bn*N, backup pulse = bn*bn). Note that, it is enough to keep a backup of just one row of tiles at a time and for efficiency we can backup one tile at a time. Similarly, for Figure 8b, inserting the backup code (within
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the outermost loop with index $ii$ meets our specified efficiency consideration in the best possible manner (backup size = $bn*N$, backup pulse = $bn*N$). As another example, a tiling scheme that further exchanges the $ii$ and $kk$ loops of Figure 8b would lead to a scenario, where we have to backup the full array (size = $M*N$) all in one go (before the beginning of $kk$ loop) – similar to nESLT.

4.1.2 Backup Algorithm

The backup algorithm is shown in Figure 10. The input loop nest $inpL$ (by ignoring the exception-exit edges) is transformed into $trL$ using the traditional loop tiling technique. Every array update statement in the $trL$ is handled separately and hence a unique backup array is used for every array that is updated in the loop.

For the input array update statement $S$, say $R$ is its counterpart in $trL$. If the array update of $S$ in $inpL$ follows the pu-pattern, the array element modified in $S$ is backed up before each update. We use an auxiliary function ‘emit’ to generate code and $||$ indicates a string concatenation operator. Note that the backup array, in this case, is indexed with the iteration vector of $trL$.

If the array update of $S$ in $inpL$ follows the cu-pattern, the backup process is more involved. First the backup-point is determined and then the backup loop nest is generated. The variables $inpIdxSeq$ and $tiledGrpIndexSeq$ contain an ordered set of loop index variables. $inpIdxSeq$ contains the list of the loop-indices of $inpL$, corresponding to the loops that surround $S$; the index of the outermost loop comes first. For the code shown in Figure 6a, $inpIdxSeq = [i, j, k]$. During the first phase of traditional tiling transformation, the loop nest is strip-mined [24]. For each loop in the input loop, the strip-mined loop has two loops: one loop (the outer one) iterates over groups of elements (grouping loop), and another loop (the inner one) iterates over all the elements in a given group (element loop). The variable $tiledGrpIndexSeq$ contains the list of loop indices of the grouping loops that surround $R$ (for the code shown in Figure 8b, $tiledGrpIndexSeq = [ii, kk, jj]$). We use two auxiliary functions getIdxSeq and getGroupIndexSeq to return the appropriate ordered sets. Given a loop index of a loop, the auxiliary function OriginalIndex returns the loop index of the input loop $(inpL)$. For example, OriginalIndex function can be represented as a set of pairs {$(ii, i), (i, i), (jj, j), (j, j), (kk, k), (k, k)$}.

We emit the backup code just before that outermost grouping loop, at which the sequence $inpIdxSeq$ and OriginalIndex($tiledGrpIndexSeq$) do not match. This is the point after which the update pattern of the input loop differs from the transformed loop. The backup code is determined by the chop [19] computed for the update statement $R$, bound by the loop over the index variable $tiledGrpIndexSeq[d]$. For the two possible tilings shown in Figure 8a and Figure 8b, Figure 9 shows backup code to be emitted at the backup point specified. Note: Inserting the backup code on the critical path of execution may lead to i-cache and d-cache pollution. Therefore it is desirable to have a backup mechanism in which the backup execution does not come on the critical execution path of the input code. Hence in case of
Function GenBackupCode \((inpL, trL, S, bak)\)

**Input:**
- \(inpL\): input loop nest that has been tiled;
- \(trL\): transformed tiled loop nest;
- \(S\): array update statement in \(inpL\);
- \(bak\): the backup array.

\begin{verbatim}
begin
Say \(arr\) is the array variable updated in \(S\) and \(R\) is the counterpart of \(S\) in \(trL\);
Say \(\vec{I}\) = index vector used to update the array in \(R\);
updateType = type of array update in \(S\);
if (updateType = cu-pattern) then
    inpIdxSeq = getIndexSeq\((inpL, S)\);
    tiledGrpIndexSeq = getGroupIndexSeq\((trL, R)\);
    for \((d = 0 ; ; d++)\) do // Compute the longest common prefix length.
        if \(inpIdxSeq[d] \neq\) OriginalIndex\((tiledGrpIndexSeq[d])\) then break;
    bakSlice = chop\((R, getLoop\((tiledGrpIndexSeq[d])\))\);
    emit \(bak\) before the loop with loop index \(tiledGrpIndexSeq[d]\);
    emit \(bak\mid\mid\[\mid\vec{I}\mid\mid\] = \(arr\mid\mid\[\mid\vec{I}\mid\mid\]\) as the last statement in the body of the innermost loop of \(bakSlice\);
else
    Say \(\vec{I}_1\) = iteration vector in which \(R\) is updated;
    emit \(bak\mid\mid\[\mid\vec{I}_1\mid\mid\] = \(arr\mid\mid\[\mid\vec{I}\mid\mid\]\) before \(R\);
\end{verbatim}

Figure 10 Backup Algorithm.

“Backup for each element”, the backup code is not inserted inside the innermost loop (though it is semantically correct to do so).

4.2 Rollback and Safe-execution

In this subsection, we present techniques to generate an efficient code to rollback and perform safe-execution. The main intuition behind this process is to rollback only the relevant computations (advanced iterations) and perform safe-execution of just the required iterations (delayed iterations).

4.2.1 Computing advanced and delayed iteration sets

Given an unoptimized loop, its tiled counterpart, and an iteration vector \(\vec{p}\), we identify two sets of iterations:
1. \(A(\vec{p})\): The set of iterations executed before \(\vec{p}\) in the tiled loop.
2. \(B(\vec{p})\): The set of iterations executed before \(\vec{p}\) in the unoptimized loop.

If an exception is thrown in the iteration vector \(\vec{p}\), then the set \((A(\vec{p}) - B(\vec{p}))\) consists of all the advanced iterations (with respect to \(\vec{p}\)) and hence the updates made by only these iterations need to be rolled-back. Similarly, the set \((B(\vec{p}) - A(\vec{p}))\) consists of all the delayed iterations and hence all these iterations have to be freshly executed (as part of safe-execution, may be in an untiled manner). As discussed earlier in this section, if an exception is thrown during this phase of safe-execution, say at iteration \(\vec{q}\), then we have to further roll-back the execution of all the iterations that have been advanced with
respect to \( \vec{q} \) (second rollback phase). The set of advanced iterations with respect to \( \vec{q} \), after performing roll back for the iteration \( \vec{p} \) is \((A(\vec{q})) - (B(\vec{q})) - (A(\vec{p}) - B(\vec{p}))\). Note that \((B(\vec{q}) - A(\vec{q})) - (B(\vec{p}) - A(\vec{p}))\) = \(\phi\), and hence there are no delayed iterations with respect to \( \vec{q} \). As a result no further exceptions may be thrown and we do not need any further rollback phase. Note that if the unoptimized execution of the loop throws an exception, then the iteration at which the exception is thrown is given by \( \vec{q} \) or \( \vec{p} \), depending on whether any exception is thrown during safe-execution or not, respectively.

As an example, consider Figure 7 that shows the iteration space for the matrix transpose examples shown in Figure 1 (assuming \( M=N=9 \) and a tile size of \( 3 \times 3 \)). Consider a specific iteration \( x_2 \). The set \( A(x_2) \) is given by the iterations corresponding to the dotted, dark-grey and checked boxes. The set \( B(x_2) \) is given by the iterations corresponding to the dotted, dark-grey and the light-grey boxes. Thus, if an exception is thrown at \( x_2 \), the checked-boxes (= \( A(x_2) - B(x_2) \)) correspond to the iterations that need to be rolled-back, and the iterations corresponding to the light-grey boxes (= \( B(x_2) - A(x_2) \)) should be safely executed.

For the loop in Figure 6a and its corresponding transformed code in Figure 8b (along with the backup code in Figure 9b), the loop with rollback code and safe-execute code is shown in Figure 11. For brevity we show the rollback and safe-execution loops for two of the total five interchanges (algorithms given below).

### 4.2.2 Generating efficient rollback and safe-execution code

An interesting challenge that was observed doing the generation of the above mentioned \( A(\vec{p}) \) and \( B(\vec{p}) \) sets is that these sets are non-convex in general. Performing the set-difference operations (in GCC) over non-convex sets to generate the sets corresponding to the advanced and delayed iterations, and the automatic generation of loop nests over such sets was (i) quite time consuming, and (ii) leading to inefficient code (owing to the complex convex set decomposition routines employed by the underlying library code). To overcome these challenges, we first identify the impact of loop tiling (in terms of reordered operations) as the union of the impact due to its constituent sub-transformations, and then generate the rollback and safe-execution code corresponding to each of these sub-transformations.

The tiling of a loop nest can be seen as strip-mining followed by a series of loop interchanges. The strip-mining transformation does not reorder the iteration space and only the loop interchange operations contribute to the final reordering. For the tilings shown in Figure 8a and Figure 8b, the sequence of interchanges are \(((j, kk), (i, jj), (i, kk))\) and \(((j, kk), (j, k), (jj, kk), (jj, k), (i, kk))\), respectively. An interchange \((p, q)\) indicates that the outer-loop with index variable \( p \), is interchanged with the inner-loop with index variable \( q \).

For an iteration vector \( \vec{p} \) over some iteration space, the advanced iterations set \( A(\vec{p}) \) - \( B(\vec{p}) \) and delayed iterations set \( B(\vec{p}) \) - \( A(\vec{p}) \) produced by a single interchange operation are convex sets. However, for an iteration vector \( \vec{q} \in B(\vec{p}) - A(\vec{p}) \) (\( \vec{q} \) is an iteration of safe-execution phase in which an exception is thrown), then \((A(\vec{q}) - B(\vec{q})) - (A(\vec{p}) - B(\vec{p}))\) may not be a convex set. In case of the “Backup for each element” scheme, for simplicity, without loss of significant performance, we over-approximate this set to be the minimal enclosing convex set possible (max overhead bound by the tile size). In case of the “Backup for each iteration” scheme, we decompose the non-convex set into a series of convex sets.

### 4.2.3 Rollback and Safe-execution algorithm

Figure 12 shows the driver for generating the rollback and safe-execution code. The function \( \text{InvokeRestorePhaseCode} \) takes as input an auxiliary structure \( trLStruct \) that contains all
try{
    // Code from Figure 8b, along with Figure 9b..
}catch(...){ /* Rollback code start */
    for(p=i+1;p<(ii+1)*bn;p++)// Rollback for (i, kk) plane
        for(q=0;q<N/bn;q++)
            for(r=q*bn;r<min(N,(q+1)*bn);r++)
                a[p][r]=bak[p%bn][r];
    p=i; // Rollback for (jj, kk) plane
    for(q=jj+1;q<N/bn;q++)
        for(r=q*bn;r<min(N,(q+1)*bn);r++)
            a[p][r]=bak[p%bn][r];
    ...
    Rollback for other planes. Not shown ...
}

try{ /* Safe Execution code start */
    // Safe-execution for (i, kk) plane
    for(p=ii*bn;p<i;p++)
        for(q=0;q<N/bn;q++)
            for(r=q*bn;r<min(N,(q+1)*bn);r++)
                for(s=kk+1;s<P/bn;s++)
                    for(t=s*bn;t<min(P,(s+1)*bn);t++)
                        if (cond) throw Ex;
                        a[p][r]+= b[p][t]*c[t][r];
    p=i; // Safe-execution for (jj, kk) plane
    for(q=0;q<jj;q++)
        for(r=q*bn;r<min(N,(q+1)*bn);r++)
            for(s=kk+1;s<P/bn;s++)
                for(t=s*bn;t<min(P,(s+1)*bn);t++)
                    if (cond) throw Ex;
                    a[p][r]+= b[p][t]*c[t][r];
    ...
    Safe execution code for other planes. Not shown ...
}catch(...){ /* Second rollback code start */
    for(x=p+1;x<=i;x++)// Rollback for (i, kk) plane
        for(y=0;y<N/bn;y++)
            for(z=y*bn;z<min(N,(y+1)*bn);z++)
                a[x][z]=bak[x%bn][z];
    x=i; // Rollback for (jj, kk) plane
    for(y=0;y<jj;y++)
        for(z=y*bn;z<min(N,(y+1)*bn);z++)
            a[x][z]=bak[x%bn][z];
    ...
    Second rollback for other planes. Not shown ...
}

}catch(...){ /* Second rollback code start */
    for(p=ii*bn;p<i;p++)// Rollback for (i, kk) plane
        for(q=jj+1;q<N/bn;q++)
            for(r=q*bn;r<min(N,(q+1)*bn);r++)
                a[p][r]=bak[p%bn][r];
    p=i; // Rollback for (jj, kk) plane
    for(q=0;q<jj;q++)
        for(r=q*bn;r<min(N,(q+1)*bn);r++)
            a[p][r]=bak[p%bn][r];
    ...
    Second rollback for other planes. Not shown ...
}

throw; // throw the last caught exception (second rollback code)
} // end of second rollback and safe execution
throw; // throw the last caught exception (first rollback code)
} // end of first rollback code.

Figure 11 Restore code.
Function `InvokeRestorePhaseCode (trLStruct)`

**Input**: `trLStruct`: contains all the required information about tiled loop nest

```plaintext
begin
  for (every exception-exit edge e in the tiled loop nest of trLStruct) do
    e1 = GenRollbackCode(e, trLStruct); // Rollback phase
    GenSafeExecutionCode(e1, trLStruct); // Safe-execution phase
end
```

**Figure 12** Driver for rollback and safe-execution phases.

Function `boundedSubtract (LoopB, LoopA, T, \vec{I})`

**Input**: `LoopB` is the LoopNest on which a loop interchange operation is performed to obtain the loop nest `LoopA`; \vec{I} is an iteration vector; `T` is a statement in the body of `LoopB` and `LoopA`

```plaintext
begin
  A = getDomain(LoopA, T, \vec{I});
  B = getDomain(LoopB, T, \vec{I});
  return subtract(A, B);
end
```

**Figure 13** Parameterized bounds computation, followed by set subtraction.

For each exception edge in the tiled loop nest, the function `InvokeRestorePhaseCode` invokes the rollback phase code generator `GenRollbackCode` and the safe-execution phase code generator `GenSafeExecutionCode`. The rollback code is inserted at the destination of the exception edge. The exit point of the rollback code (returned by `GenRollbackCode`) is used by `GenSafeExecutionCode` to insert the safe-execution code.

Figures 13 and 14 show the sketch of two helper algorithms. The function `boundedSubtract` (Figure 13) takes as input two loop nests (derived by interchanging two loops therein), along with a common statement, and an iteration vector. The function `getDomain (LoopA, T, \vec{I})` returns the set of iterations of `LoopA` (executed before \vec{I}) in which `T` is evaluated. The `boundedSubtract` function returns the set-difference of these domains.

The function `getRestoreStmt` (Figure 14) takes an array update statement `R` as input and returns a statement `T` (that acts as the restore statement for `R`). The domain of `T` is set to the vector space of the index vector of `R`, if we use the “backup per element” scheme. Otherwise, it is set to the vector space of the iteration vector of the loop containing `R`.

The algorithm for the rollback is shown in Figure 15. Rollback loops are emitted to restore the computations performed in the advanced iterations. They are emitted for each interchanged plane in interchanges. The function `getInterchanges` returns the sequence of interchange operations performed on the input loop nest that produced the tiled loop nest `trL`. Each such interchange has an associated input loop and output loop.

A rollback loop is generated for each interchange operation. For each update statement in the body of the loop nest, we compute the restore statement (by invoking `getRestoreStmt`). We compute the iterations to rollback, by invoking `boundedSubtract` on the domains of `trS` and `trL`, and store in `itsToRollBack`. We then project this set onto the domain of `T`, to compute the actual domain in which the rollback should happen. All such generated restore statements are fed to a loop generator (generateLoops) to generate the loop nest for the
Function getRestoreStmt (R)

**Input:** R: an array update statement that is backed up

Say arr[\(\vec{T}\)] is the array updated in R;

if (backupScheme = “backup per iteration”) then

Say T is the statement arr[\(\vec{T}\)] = bak[\(\vec{T}_{1}\)], where \(\vec{T}_{1}\) is the iteration vector of the loop containing R;

domain(T)=vectorSpace(\(\vec{T}_{1}\));

else // backup per element

Say T is the statement arr[\(\vec{T}\)] = bak[\(\vec{T}\)],

domain(T)=vectorSpace(\(\vec{T}\));

return T;

---

Function GenRollbackCode (e, trLStruct)

**Input:** e: entry edge to place the generated code; trLStruct: contains all the required information about tiled loop nest;

begin

interchanges = getInterchanges(trLStruct);

while (interchanges.hasNext()) do

op = interchanges.next();

trS = op.inputLoop(); trL = op.outputLoop();

for (every array update statement R in trS) do

T = getRestoreStmt(R);

\(\vec{p}\) = iteration vector used to evaluate R in trS.

itrsToRollBack=boundedSubtract(trS, trL, R, \(\vec{p}\));

domain(T) = Project(itrsToRollBack, domain(T));

rollbackStmts.add(T);

\(⟨\text{exitEdge}, \text{newLStruct}⟩\) = generateLoops(e, rollbackStmts, trLStruct);

e = exitEdge ;

return exitEdge;

---

Figure 14 A helper function to generate a restore statement.

Figure 15 Rollback phase.

rollback phase. This function returns the new loop (newLStruct) and the normal exit point (exitEdge) of newLStruct. Figure 11 shows the rollback phase code for the two interchanges (i, kk) and (jj, kk).

The rollback loop generation phase is followed by the safe-execution loop generation phase. The safe-execution phase consists of two steps. In the first step, all the loop nests that execute the delayed iterations is generated. In the next step, a second set of rollback loops are generated which rollback the advanced iterations if an exception is thrown during the execution of the delayed iterations. We want to ensure that the delayed iterations are executed in the unoptimized order (so that if any exception is thrown during this execution, it matches the first exception that is thrown during the unoptimized execution). To aid in this process, we define a binary relation ‘\(<_o\)’ over a pair of interchange operations. Say \(op_a = (a_1, a_2)\) and \(op_b = (b_1, b_2)\), we say that \(op_a <_o op_b\), if \(a_1\) is outer to \(b_1\) (covariant) in
Function GenSafeExecutionCode (e, trLStruct)
Input: e : entry edge to place the generated code, trLStruct: contains all the required information about the generated tiled loop nest.

begin
interchanges = getInterchanges(trLStruct).sort('<');
emit 'try {
while (interchanges.hasNext()) do
  op = interchanges.next();
  trS = op.inputLoop(); trL = op.outputLoop();
  for (every statement S in trL) do
    p = iteration vector used to evaluate S in trL.
    Domain(S)=boundedSubtract(trL, trS, S, p);
    safeExecStmts.add(S);
// generate the loop at edge e. exitEdge represents the normal-exit edge
  ⟨exitEdge, newLStruct⟩ = generateLoops(e, safeExecStmts, trLStruct);
  op.setSafeExecLoop(newLStruct);
  e = exitEdge;
emit '} catch (Exception ex) {
interchanges = getInterchanges(trLStruct);
while (interchanges.hasNext()) do
  op = interchanges.next();
  trS = op.inputLoop(); trL = op.outputLoop();
  nlS = op.safeExecLoop();
// Second Rollback phase. Will not throw any exception.
  for (every array update statement R in trL) do
    T = getRestoreStmt(R);
    q = iteration vector used to evaluate R in nlS;
    P=boundedSubtract(trL, trS, R, p); // A(p) - B(p)
    Q=boundedSubtract(trL, trS, R, q); // A(q) - B(q)
    Domain(T)=subtract(Q, P); // (A(q) - B(q)) - (A(p) - B(p))
    add(restoreStmtList, T);
  g = generateLoops(g, restoreStmtList, trLStruct);
emit '} // end catch';

Figure 16 Safe Execution phase.

the input strip-mined loop, or $a_1 = b_1$ and $a_2$ is inner to $b_2$ (contravariant) in the input strip-mined loop. Given two interchange operations $I_1$ and $I_2$, if $I_1 <_o I_2$, then the execution of the delayed iterations resulting from the interchange operation $I_1$ precedes that of $I_2$, in the unoptimized order.

Figure 16 shows the algorithm to generate the safe-execution phase code. To generate the safe-execution code, we process the ordered loop-interchanges (sorted using the comparator $<_o$). For every statement (includes array update statements and conditional exception exits) in $trL$, the safe-execution phase domain is computed similar to that of the rollback
phase. The generated statements are passed to the function generateLoops to generate a new loop (stored in newLStruct). To handle any exception that may be thrown during the safe-execution code, we insert the safe execution code inside a try-block and generate the code for the handler (second rollback phase, see Section 4.2.1) in the corresponding catch-block. Figure 11 shows the code generated by the algorithm shown in Figure 16.

We highlight some of the interesting points about the code generation task: (i) The code for the rollback and safe-execute phases is added at the destination of the exception edge. This code is executed only when the abnormal-exit edge is taken, thereby leaving the i-cache unpolluted during the execution of the main loop. (ii) We generate the safe-execution loops in an order that ensures that given two interchanges \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) (say, \( I_1 <_o I_2 \)), if an exception may be thrown in both the safe-execution loops generated for \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \), at iteration vectors \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), then it can be guaranteed that \( p_1 \prec p_2 \). This is in accordance of our guarantee that we don’t need any further rollback phase (see Section 4.2).

4.3 Discussion

**Bounds:** To explain the bounds on the number of backup elements, restore operations and safe-execution operations (for oESLT), we use Figure 1a as an example. We will assume that the tile is of size \( bn \times bn \).

The minimum size of the backup array is at least \( bn \times N \) and the maximum size of the backup array is bound by the size of the array that is being updated \( (M \times N) \), and this scenario occurs when the selected backup-point is outside the loop nest (oESLT, behaves like nESLT).

The minimum number of elements that need to be restored is 0 (for example, if an exception is thrown in the very first iteration). And the maximum number of elements that may be restored is \( (bn-1) \times (N-bn) \); for example, this case occurs, when the exception is thrown at the iteration \( i=bn, j=N-bn \).

The minimum number of safe-execution operations performed is 0 (for example, if an exception is thrown at the iteration \( i=bn, j=0 \)). The maximum number of safe-execution operations performed is bound by the maximum number of restore operations: \( (bn-1) \times (N-bn) \).

**Handling exceptions and segmentation faults in backup code:** The backup code may throw an exception (for example, NullPointerException or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException in languages like Java) or may lead to segmentation fault (in languages like C++) if the array to be backed up is uninitialized or if the array access is illegal. This issue can be addressed by performing the required checks on the updated array, before the execution of exception-safe tiled code. For example, consider the tiled code shown in Figure 8a and its backup code shown in Figure 9a. The check \((a!=NULL && size_a[0]>=M && size_a[1]>=N)\), where \( size_a[0] \) represents the size of outer dimension (first dimension) of array \( a \), is performed before the execution of the tiled code. The tiled code is executed, only if the check succeeds. Otherwise, the unoptimized code is executed.

**Importance of ESLT:** Even though exceptions may be thrown rarely, semantics preserving compilation requires that we cannot apply traditional optimizations (such as loop tiling) by ignoring exceptions. Even though our proposed semantics preserving optimizations do incur some minor overheads, we show in Section 5 that the resulting gains are significant.

5 Implementation and Evaluation

We have implemented our proposed techniques (nESLT and oESLT) in the Graphite framework of GCC-4.8. The Graphite framework provides support for polyhedral optimizations.
like loop tiling, loop interchange and so on, and is implemented as an optimization pass in GCC-4.8 (one of the 100s of passes). We use the powerful Integer Set Library (ISL) [33] of GCC compiler framework to implement the helper functions (discussed in Section 4.2) like ‘boundedSubtract’, ‘Project’, ‘subtract’, ‘getDomain’, and support representations like domain of a statement and iteration vectors. The ‘generateLoops’ function used in Section 4.2, uses the underlying Chunky Loop Generator framework (CLOOG) [3], to generate the transformed loops.

We have evaluated our techniques on the popular Polybench 3.2 (converted to C++) benchmark suite [27]. It is a collection of well known numerical and linear-algebraic kernels (containing loops) designed specifically for the study of different loop optimizations. The kernels can be run over a wide set of input sizes. Compared to application benchmark suites like SPEC [15] and PARSEC [6], Polybench (because of its small size and focussed loop kernels) has an advantage that it helps us localize the impact of the specific loop optimization under consideration, with little interference from the rest of the program. To evaluate the different overheads associated with our techniques, we need benchmarks where exceptions may be thrown in different computation loops (or in the absence of such benchmarks, we have to edit the loops in the existing benchmarks to throw exceptions conditionally). Considering the size and complexity of the benchmarks like SPEC or PARSEC, it is quite challenging to introduce such tunable conditional throw statements in all the loops therein. In contrast, because of the smaller sizes, the Polybench kernels make it quite easy to introduce such tunable conditional throw statements.

We converted all the thirty Polybench kernels to C++. Of these kernels, we found that only the six kernels shown in Figure 17 could be tiled and the rest could not be tiled (fourteen of the kernels had data dependences that could not be resolved, and another ten were found to be non profitable by GCC). To derive the base (unoptimized) versions of the six shown kernels, we performed a pass of loop-distribution (to generate perfectly nested loops), and perform function inlining of the computation kernel in the ‘main’ method (to satisfy some requirements of the underlying GCC compiler framework to perform tiling). We then added a conditional throw statement before the main computation statement, and nested each such loopnest inside a try-catch block. Figure 18 shows the sample transformations done in the 2mm kernel, to derive the corresponding base kernel. We introduce the surrounding try-catch block, so that the code after the loop nest (for example, code to print the execution statistics) can execute, even if the exception is thrown. Note that the conditional exception throw statements are added in the innermost loop before the array access statement so as to give an effect of some common throw statements like ArrayBoundsCheck, NullPointerCheck, and so on. We use these base versions as the input to our loop tiling phase. We chose the largest input (provided by PolyBench) such that the arrays can be allocated on the stack (a
main(){
...
mm();
...
print (execTime);
}

void
mm(){
for (i=0;i<NI;++i){
for (j=0;j<NJ;++j){
  C[i][j] = 0; /* init */
  for (k=0;k<NK;++k){
    C[i][j]+=alpha*A[i][k]*B[k][j];
  }
}
}
}

(a) Representative snippet of the original Polybench kernel 2mm.
(b) Modified 2mm kernel.

Figure 18 Typical transformations done on the PolyBench kernels to derive the base (unoptimized) versions.

requirement of GCC loop-tiling). All the experiments were performed for square tiles. The size of the tiles was fixed by choosing the best tile size for the original benchmark kernels on our hardware: 16 for doitgen, and 20 for the rest.

All the experiments were performed on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2670 system (with 32 KB L1 data and instruction caches, 256 KB L2 cache, and 20MB L3 cache). We present our evaluation over three different schemes: nESLT, oESLT, and the in built GCC loop tiling (here after termed as the unoptimized scheme). The unoptimized scheme does not tile any of these loops because of the presence of throw statements. Each of these schemes were invoked in GCC with -O3 -fgraphite options.

5.1 Impact of oESLT and nESLT when no exceptions are thrown

Figure 19 shows the impact of exception-safe loop tiling (ESLT), when no exceptions are thrown inside the tiled loop; we measure the impact on both the execution time (Figure 19a) and memory (Figure 19b). We define percentage (%) improvement in execution time of scheme A over scheme B = 100 \times \left(1 - \frac{\text{execution time with } A}{\text{execution time with } B}\right). Similarly, we define percentage (%) overhead in the parameter under consideration (memory or execution time) of scheme A over scheme B = 100 \times \left(\frac{\text{parameter value with } A}{\text{parameter value with } B} - 1\right). From Figure 19a, it can be seen that compared to the unoptimized scheme, on average oESLT and nESLT result in 41.5% and 40.8% improvements, respectively.

It can be seen that for most of the benchmarks (except doitgen) the impact of nESLT and oESLT on the execution time is similar; the maximum gap occurs for gemm, where the “backup all elements in one shot” scheme of nESLT helps in improved locality and leads to minor improvement. However, in case of doitgen, oESLT performs significantly better than nESLT. This is because, doitgen has a loop nest of depth 4, and during tiling, the outermost loop in the loop-nest is not tiled. Interestingly, the array update is based on the index of
the outermost three loop indices. As a result the number of elements in the backup pulse of oESLT is significantly small and hence the backup loop behaves as a prefetch loop, thereby improving performance.

Figure 19b shows the memory overhead incurred by both nESLT and oESLT, compared to the unoptimized scheme. It can be seen that the nESLT incurs significant memory overhead (geometric mean 100%). Compared to that oESLT reuses the backup space and reduces the memory overhead to a large extent (geometric mean 0.302%).

5.2 Overheads due to backup

To measure the overheads that we incur due to the insertion of backup code, we created a new ESLT scheme called the ideal ESLT (iESLT) scheme, wherein the loop is tiled, but has no backup code. Note: the conditional throw statements are retained (similar to oESLT and nESLT). In Figure 20, we compare the behavior of oESLT and nESLT schemes against that of iESLT, when the input codes do not throw any exception. It can be seen that for most kernels the overhead due to the backup code is quite low (between -2% to 8.5%, geometric mean 1.39% for oESLT, and between 0% to 17%, geometric mean 2.69% for nESLT). In case
of doitgen, as discussed before, nESLT backups too many elements and thus incurs higher overhead. For the same kernel, in case of oESLT, interestingly, we realize slight performance gains because of the backup code! This we believe is because of the possible cache benefits due to the backup code (it acts as a prefetch loop). To establish this hypothesis, we increased the input size for doitgen (from 256 to 384 = 16*24) and found that the benefits due to the backup loop decreases; the backup loop stops working as a prefetch loop and hence pollutes the cache.

5.3 Impact of ESLT when exceptions are thrown

Figures 22 shows the impact of ESLT, when exceptions are thrown inside the tiled loop. Based on our experience with exceptions in OO programs that predominantly use exceptions to report corner cases (e.g., array being updated is null, the update to the array is not within the array bounds, and so on, which typically occur either at the beginning of the loop, or towards the end), we present a study of nESLT and oESLT, by forcing the exception to be thrown only in the first element of the first tile (Figure 21a), or last element of the last tile (Figure 21b) of the loop-nest.

In Figure 21a, it can be seen that nESLT incurs significant performance degradation (ranging between 80.0% to 260.0%, geometric mean 185%) owing to the time spent in conservatively backing up all the array elements at the beginning. On the other hand, oESLT incurs a minor performance degradation (between 0.0% to 1.6%, geometric mean 1%) owing to the minimal backing up that is done as part of the optimized exception-safe loop tiling scheme.

In Figure 21b, it can be seen that nESLT again incurs significant performance degradation (between 38.2% to 96.8%, geometric mean 61.8%), owing to the time spent in conservative rollback and safe-execution of all the iterations. On the other hand, oESLT leads to significant improvements in performance (between 3.1% to 57.7%, geometric mean 38.9%). This is because the time savings resulting from tiling did offset the minimal time spent on rollback and safe execution.

Overall, it can be seen that oESLT leads to significant improvements when no exceptions are thrown (common case). In the not so common case, when an exception is indeed thrown, the gains depend on the exact iteration in which the exception is thrown (i.e., if the overheads are offset by the gains due to tiling).
Even though we use `throw` statements to represent the abnormal-exits, our proposed techniques can be used to handle any typical non-local control transfer statement (for example, `goto`, `break`, `return`, and so on). The techniques can also be applied on loops that contain multiple abnormal-exits of different types. Further, our techniques can handle conditional `throw` statements over both affine and non-affine conditions (a common scenario).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a generalized scheme to do exception-safe loop optimizations and present a scheme of optimized exception-safe loop tiling (oESLT), as a specialization thereof. oESLT leads to performance gains (because of loop tiling), with minimal overhead (due to backup and rollback).

Usually, the loops with exception `throw` statements (common in Java, C++) have multiple exit edges and to identify such loops in a general-purpose compiler (for example, GCC), we defined a new program region called ESCoP. We implemented our proposed techniques (built on top of ESCoPs) in GCC and show significant gains over the kernels from the PolyBench suite.
As a part of future work, we plan to understand the impact of the backup code on the tile size and the profitability. Designing an efficient exception-safe loop tiling scheme for parallel code is another interesting future work.
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